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Rio Chama Flow Project – Where Did We Come from, Where Do We Go?
Introduction
The construction of El Vado dam on the Rio Chama in 1935 dramatically changed the natural
flow of the river, reducing spring runoff and summer scouring floods in favor of providing a
constant water supply to downstream users. The San Juan-Chama Project, a trans-basin water
diversion built as part of the Colorado River Compact, also significantly increased water flow in
the river, a unique situation in the state of New Mexico. This increase in management of the
river for human benefit has permanently altered the natural hydrograph of the river and the
ecology and geomorphology of the system that depends on it.
The Rio Chama Flow Project (Flow Project) has worked since 2010 to explore the possibility of
adaptively managing the flow out of El Vado dam to maximize river and riparian health while
still meeting current user needs for agriculture, drinking water, recreation, and hydropower. The
Flow Project currently encompasses three distinct groups coordinated by Rio Grande
Restoration: the science advisory team, Rio Grande basin water and land management agencies,
and stakeholder groups. By allowing all three
Rio Chama Flow Project
groups a space at the table, collaborative decisions
Project Coordinator
can be made about what the needs of the river are,
• Rio Grande Restoration
how they match up with broader community
Water-Land Managers
opinions, and how water can be physically released
• U.S Bureau of Reclamation
to meet both needs concurrently.
•
•
•
•
•
•

U.S Forest Service
Army Corps of Engineers
NM Interstate Stream Commission
Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water
Utility Authority
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District
Bureau of Land Management

Stakeholders (CONFIRM LIST WITH UNCLE)
• City and County of Santa Fe
• Jicarilla Apache Nation
• Chama Acequia Association
• Rio Grande Pueblos
• Acequias Norteños
• El Vado Ranch
• Christ in the Desert Monastery
• New Mexico Trout Unlimited
• Adobe Whitewater Club
• Los Alamos County Utilities
• New Mexico River Guides
• New Mexico Fishing Guides
Science Advisors
• Mark Stone, Mike Harvey, Todd Caplan

The Flow Project has focused primarily on
stakeholder engagement and technical studies led
by a science advisory team. Technical efforts have
included organizing and conducting baseline
studies and models to propose basic flow
hypotheses, and initial monitoring of several
experimental releases to test them. Given very
limited funding, the Flow Project has been quite
successful in gathering the appropriate stakeholders
and negotiating ongoing releases for the benefit of
the river channel and aquatic species that depend on
it.
Because so much of the technical assessment
efforts have been pro bono, the science to date has
also been intermittent and opportunistic. The
technical team and water managers associated with
the Flow Project collectively can claim detailed
knowledge of the system’s many complexities, but
the information is often siloed both by agency and
individual expert. The Flow Project lacks consistent

documentation of past efforts and successes, and runs the risk of losing valuable information
should any individual leave. As the Flow Project moves toward its 10th anniversary, this paper
aims to provide some guidance and clarity on the way forward for environmental flow
management on the Rio Chama. This work first provides a consolidated overview of the current
management conditions of the river, and the changes that have been made to date in altering
flow. This work also identifies the Flow Project’s strengths and potential challenges, as the
technical team gets closer to defined flow recommendations. Drawing on the results from a
series of structured interviews, it will highlight the opportunities and constraints currently seen
by water managers, answering the dual questions of where we came from and where we go from
here.
Background on the Rio Chama
The Rio Chama, with its headwaters in southern Colorado and flowing south until its confluence
with the Rio Grande north of Santa Fe, is a unique river in the state of New Mexico, with several
characteristics that affect its management landscape. Unlike many rivers in the state, more water
flows down each year than has historically; the river acts as a natural conveyance channel for the
San Juan Chama Project, a federally managed trans-basin water diversion that delivers an
average of 100,000 acre-feet of water from the San Juan Basin in Colorado to Rio Grande water
users.
The system is dominated and controlled by dams and the reservoirs they hold back. El Vado
dam, operated by the Bureau of Reclamation, has radically changed the hydrology and ecology
of the river, reducing spring runoff and summer scouring floods in favor of providing a constant
water supply to downstream consumers. Abiquiu Dam, operated by the US Army Corps of
Engineers, is primarily a flood control dam, slowing the flow of water below the dam, and
creating a recreation pool in the reservoir. Like many other rivers in the Southwest, this overall
homogenization of flow has removed high flow events and largely disconnected the river from
the floodplain, changing the dynamics of the river.
However, aside from these dams, the stretch of river between them is largely undeveloped. The
31-mile reach between El Vado and Abiquiu dams was designated as a Wild and Scenic River in
1988, which prohibits further development that might affect its free-flowing nature or damage
aquatic resources, and generally protects the river’s natural assets. There are no major diversions
on the Chama within the Wild and Scenic stretch, and the vast majority of the land is owned or
managed by the Federal government. This particular mix of disturbance and simplicity presents
an opportunity to rethink how the river might be managed. The fact that there are dams on both
ends of the system, and both dams have some capacity to adjust how they release and hold water,
means that there is possible flexibility for water managers to release water differently.
Where We Came From
Ed Kandl, a longtime employee of the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation), pinpoints the
origin of the Rio Chama Flow Project to the spring of 2009. Due to a surprising heatwave early
in the season, the snowpack in the upper watershed melted rapidly and caused a rapid and
unexpected pulse down the Chama. To prevent El Vado dam from overfilling, Reclamation
released as much water as was safely possible in advance of the incoming pulse. The release
peaked at 5,600 cubic feet per second (cfs), a greater discharge than had been released in more

than 30 years, effectively setting a modern maximum safe discharge. While it was initially
viewed as a mistake by Reclamation, many stakeholders in the recreation and environmental
communities were delighted and surprised by the power this pulse, modest as it was by historical
standards, had in mobilizing small and medium-sized sediment, promoting riparian recruitment
and altering the morphology of the channel. These effects begged the questions:
1. If a large pulse could happen once without catastrophe, could it happen again in a more
organized fashion?
2. What kind of ecological benefits might be gained if more variability in water flows could
be achieved?
From those questions, the Rio Chama Flow Project was born, with the goal of “managing river
flows to reinvigorate natural functions of the river while satisfying water management objectives
and improving fishing and whitewater recreation.”1 Seed money for the new Flow Project was
provided by the State of New Mexico’s River Ecosystem Restoration Initiative, and managed by
the Santa Fe-based nonprofit Rio Grande Restoration. This money went toward basic
organizational planning and a series of baseline studies to assess the status of the river stretch
between El Vado and Abiquiu dams. These studies included:
•
•
•
•

Aquatic biology sampling (Benthic macroinvertebrate and fish surveys);
Reach-wide and site-specific vegetation mapping;
Surface water hydrologic modeling; and
Geomorphic Mapping.

Rio Grande Restoration and the science advisory team organized a workshop in 2013, where
experts in a range of disciplines – including riparian ecologists, geomorphologists, fish
ecologists, and water managers– reviewed the baseline assessments and proposed a set of
preliminary environmental flow recommendations related to the timing, magnitude, duration and
rate of change of flows necessary to achieve a series of ecological goals (Figure 1). These
recommendations served as a starting point for the Flow Project science advisory team and water
managers to design and implement experimental flow releases that would test and refine the
recommendations.

1

Rio Grande Restoration. Collaborative Flow Project Launched. The Chama Flow Report, 1:1. 2011.

Figure 1 - Environmental flow recommendations for improving ecological condition on the Rio Chama below El
Vado Dam (Adapted from Gregory et al, 2018).

Since this grant-funded work was completed in 2013, Rio Grande Restoration and the science
advisory team have collaborated with the water and land management agencies to begin
opportunistically testing these hypotheses. The Bureau of Reclamation implemented the first
experimental release out of El Vado dam for the purpose of ecological change in 2014. The
release peaked at approximately 2000 cfs with the goal of testing the sediment flushing flow
recommendation provided at the expert workshop. Modeling and monitoring of the release took
place with the help of UNM graduate students, and the science advisory team refined the
recommendation down to a lower discharge than was originally anticipated.
Each year since 2014, Rio Grande Restoration has coordinated informal meetings with water and
land managers and the science advisory team to assess the anticipated snowmelt hydrograph and
discuss opportunities for testing flow hypotheses. With support from UNM graduate students,
the science advisory team has monitored the effects of these pulse events on a voluntary basis.
In 2016, Reclamation released a 4,000 cfs pulse from El Vado dam, to assess the effects of
overbank inundation on riparian vegetation and channel morphology.
In 2017, the US Forest Service was concerned about the effect high flows would have on a
nearby Forest Service road, and tests were done to assess the effects that pulse flows might have
on road infrastructure.
Concurrent to the scientific efforts, Rio Grande Restoration, and the science advisory team have
collaborated with water and land managers to find creative approaches within current operating
rules to allow for these releases. More than any specific release or target, the very structure of
water operations on the Chama has slowly and significantly shifted. The structure of the Flow
Project has encouraged regular discussion among water users and managers about the feasibility
of environmental flows, discussions that would never have occurred in previous decades.

Interview Process
The conclusions in this white paper draw heavily
from a series of interviews conducted in June of
2018, between the author and representatives of
the major water managers involved in the Flow
Project and those who have thought in detail
about Rio Chama operations. In identifying
subjects, those with day-to-day authority and
knowledge of the Rio Chama and their agency’s
actions within the basin were targeted.
Each respondent was given the same general set
of questions related to how the Flow Project has
been successful in the past and what can be done
to support continued success in the future. See
Appendix I and II for a full list of questions and
a compiled summary of the responses to each
question.

Interviews Conducted
Rick Shean – Albuquerque Bernalillo
County Water Utility Authority
Carolyn Donnelly – Bureau of
Reclamation
Ed Kandl – Bureau of Reclamation
Josh Mann – Department of Interior,
Solicitors Office
Dave Gensler – Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District
Steve Harris – Rio Grande Restoration
Ryan Gronewold – U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

Page Pegrem – NM Interstate Stream
Nine interviews were proposed, and all but one
Commission (request denied)
agency was able to have an open and frank
discussion about the Flow Project.
Anders Lundahl - NM nterstate Stream
Unfortunately, The New Mexico Interstate
Commission (request denied)
Stream Commission (ISC) was resistant to
discussing their decision-making process, past and future. Several solutions were suggested, but
ultimately the leadership at ISC was unwilling to approve an interview. The ISC is the agency
responsible for New Mexico’s compliance with interstate water compacts including the Rio
Grande Compact and the Colorado River Compact. These compacts are critically important to
the management of the entire basin, and impact water decisions at every point on the Rio Chama.
Their continued participation in the Flow Project is important, and it is unfortunate that they
were prevented from participating in this research.
Despite this setback, some useful conclusions can be drawn from these discussions.
How Did We Get Here?
It is clear from the interview process that all the respondents feel positive about what has been
accomplished through the Flow Project. Everyone interviewed spent time discussing the major
shift in how agencies interact with each other and have been able to cooperate on a shared goal.
The fact that releases have happened at all, in a system where water is fully appropriated, and
multiple layers of law constrain and complicate available decisions, is something to celebrate. As
a voluntary process, the collaboration that has occurred over the past 8 years is encouraging, and
those interviewed give credit to the structure and circumstance of the Flow Project and river
basin.
Relationship Building – An ongoing focus on positive relationships seem to be the lynchpin to
success in this program. Regular contact in an informal setting where each person is choosing
rather than being forced to be there, helped develop relationships with less pressure to succeed.

No one was more responsible than another for the success of the project, each stakeholder
bringing unique and valuable experience and leverage to the group. This provided a level
playing field where each participant felt comfortable to test out new ideas and think
creatively, regardless of their position. Allowing a wider variety of stakeholders to consult on
both runoff forecasting and annual operating plans for the basin has been beneficial for this
project and to cooperation broadly in the region.
This space for frank discussion over time has broadened perspectives; water managers are more
open to the idea of considering environmental and recreational needs, while environmental and
recreation stakeholders are more amenable to cooperating with agencies once seen as enemies of
a natural river. This space, outside of contentious public comment periods and legal proceedings,
has allowed these relationships to grow.
Strong relationships are the basis for collaborative solutions. With a buildup of trust among
water users and managers, flexible solutions have opened, such as:
•
•
•

Reclamation storing native water in El Vado dam;
Storage sharing agreements between the Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water Utility
Authority (the Water Authority) and the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District (the
District)
Reclamation accounting exchanges between native and San Juan Chama water, and
between reservoirs.

Community Participation –Reclamation particularly credits some of the success of the Flow
Project to the ongoing participation of community members who have a stake in the river. River
rafters and anglers continue to be involved in the Flow Project. As individual members of the
community, they have more latitude to make requests on behalf of the river, without the
constraints brought on by bureaucracies and organizational politics. These infrequent requests in
some cases brought the right people to the table or altered decisions of other stakeholders to
engage more fully.
Informality – While both a benefit and a potential challenge, the informal nature of the Flow
Project is considered a significant cause of success. With so many other demands on the system
and no formal water rights for environmental flows, an ad hoc process allows the Flow Project
science advisors and water managers to collaboratively make rapid decisions when water is
available. It also empowers managers who represent large bureaucracies to make one-time
decisions where they wouldn’t be able to for longer-term commitments.
Similarly, the informality of the Flow Project has given voice to stakeholders that have no
official legal standing with regards to water rights and management in the basin. In a more
formal process with specific consultation requirements, these stakeholders would likely have
been left out, removing them from the discussions and depriving the Flow Project of their
valuable perspective and expertise.
While there may not be entirely new rules and procedures that can be utilized for greater
opportunities on the Chama, the ad hoc process continues to allow greater flexibilities within the
existing known requirements. This kind of flexibility exists within the current rules if it is on
a case by case basis and future success depends on ongoing support for this type of ad hoc
process. Greater scrutiny of operations by the Army Corps of Engineers has made the agency

less able to find flexibility in their operations. A court recently ruled in favor of the Corps in a
lawsuit regarding the Corps discretionary power at Cochiti dam, in part because of how carefully
the Corps adhered to the strictest interpretation of the law. Focusing on collaboration and
managing for each participant’s risk can help the Flow Project reduce the risk of
participants retreating to their own corners.
Where Do We Go?
A series of suggestions were brought up as ways forward that don’t infringe on the flexibility of
an informal process but would still move the work of the Flow Project forward. This includes
changes to Project organization, changes in policy, and improvements in scientific
communication. Some of these suggestions are more feasible in the short term than others, and
the challenges to implementation will be discussed further on.
Incorporating as a Non-Profit – Respondents were unanimous in saying that funding for science
and technical support is unlikely to come from water management agencies, at least in the near
future. Additionally, there was some concern related to how outside funding might influence
scientific recommendations to push a specific agenda. Having a designated non-partisan entity
outside of the major agencies could help improve transparency, and allow for greater
fundraising.
Expand Education, Communication, and Outreach – While respondents were happy with the
progress made in involving the community, more efforts would continue to improve the process.
The Rio Chama acequia associations, New Mexico Game and Fish, Santa Fe National Forest and
the Taos BLM office were all mentioned as targets for greater outreach and collaboration. While
not expressly mentioned by respondents, greater outreach might also include greater visibility
with the media, providing an outlet to speak about the success that has been achieved thus far.
Explore the Idea of Native Storage in Abiquiu Dam – Currently, Abuquiu dam is only permitted
to store a limited amount of San Juan Chama water. The Corps is required to release all native
water at a safe discharge that reduces flood risk downstream. It’s apparent to everyone that
allowing more flexible storage in Abiquiu Dam would open up opportunities for the Flow
Project. However, there is a split in opinion about the feasibility of this concept among
stakeholders. The Corps is open to the idea, and it is something the Water Authority is currently
supporting. The District is understandably wary of how new storage would relate to their own
native storage rights upstream, and not particularly interested in risking harm to their own rights.
Developing a Hierarchy of River Needs – The three major water rights holders, the Water
Authority, the District, and Reclamation, all expressed a desire for data-driven recommendations
and defenses for altering water operations. Given that making operational changes takes time and
effort, the more ammunition they have to defend the changes the better. Given a series of
hydrographs, what types of flows should be prioritized? Given a recommendation, what is the
margin of error on them? If 500 cfs is recommended, what is the lower bound below which the
water would no longer be useful? Knowing that there will probably be more
recommendations in any given year than can be achieved, water managers depend on
expertise from the science advisory team to inform the flow conversation. Having this
information in more detail and more in advance would be helpful.

Economic Analysis of Middle Valley Water Users – Economic analysis of the upper basin is
currently being completed to understand the economic impact of environmental flows to the
State of New Mexico. While this is very useful to the Project broadly, Middle Valley water
managers are more concerned with their own constituents. Supporting an analysis of Middle Rio
Grande and Albuquerque resident’s willingness to pay for Rio Chama restoration and
environmental flows, would help the Water Authority make the case for ongoing participation in
the Flow Project.
Connections to the Rio Grande Silvery Minnow – Respondents were clear about the differences
between the work being done on the Chama and in the Middle Valley for the Silvery Minnow.
However, large portions of the water used in compliance with Silvery Minnow endangered
species compliance is stored and released first from the Chama. Understanding that these
releases are higher in priority, there were questions on whether there was any overlap in the
needs of the minnow and the needs of the Chama. Could releases down the Chama for the
minnow be organized in such a way that they would benefit the upper channel as well?
Practical Next Steps
Given the above suggestions, understanding that resources are tight and not everything can be
addressed at once, below are several potential next steps, for the short and long term.
First, the science advisory team, in collaboration with Flow Project water managers, land
managers, and stakeholders, could develop a multi-year strategic science plan. Many
challenges relating to the ad hoc nature of the Flow Project could be alleviated by adopting a set
of more comprehensive goals and targets. The Flow recommendations that originated from the
2013 workshop are a good start but don’t provide managers with enough information to plan for
a variety of water years. A comprehensive plan could also provide water rights holders with
information on the timing and quantity of water that might be needed so that agreements might
be worked out in advance on where the water could come from. A successful plan would
incorporate the desire for water release priorities and thresholds, improve understanding and
allow managers to react more quickly.
The likelihood that the Flow Project will grow into a full-fledged nonprofit in the next year is not
high. But a first step toward that goal would be to develop concrete Flow Project goals and
objectives. These objectives would support and justify the science plan, but could also expand
the scope of the project as it grows, to include policy and advocacy goals. These might include:
exploring native storage, expanding outreach capacity, advocating for new federal funding
mechanisms, or involving the New Mexico state and federal government representation. While
there remains significant disagreement around the possibility of native storage in Abiquiu,
considering the topic might provide a way to engage the Chama acequia users downstream of
Abiquiu dam. This type of strategic planning could also set goals for any type of economic or
policy analysis to be done in the future. Strategic goal setting is an important step regardless of
future incorporation and would be useful no matter what structure might arise later.
Both tasks still likely require time and resources currently unavailable to the Flow Project.
However graduate programs in Business and Public Administration often assign client-based
Capstone projects to students, and developing initial organizational documents and fundraising
materials would likely make an interesting case. Similarly, UNM Water Resources students
might be interested in supporting the development of a science plan. An initial place to start

would be improving the documentation around the work that has already been done and
translating existing academic reporting into more management relevant packages.
Challenges to Watch Out For
As the Flow Project continues and hopefully grows, developing documents like those above and
perhaps eventually incorporating, several challenges should be kept in mind.
1. Up-and-Downstream Recreation Priorities. While recreational boaters and fishers on
the middle reach of the Chama have been instrumental in moving the Flow Project
forward, recreation at Heron and Elephant Butte reservoirs, up and downstream of the
Project reach, could be a challenge. Water managers also hear from these constituent
groups; any change in storage at Heron or increase in native storage at Abiquiu would
likely cause conflict with these stakeholder groups. These viewpoints should be
acknowledged and considered going forward.
2. Concerns About Outside Influence. It is understood that funding and organization is
needed to more fully understand the needs of the river. However, there is some concern
regarding where such funding might come from, and what kind of strings might be
attached to it. Should the Flow Project reach a point where regular fundraising is
possible, it is important that such funds are not tied to particular agency actions or
agreements, in reality or even in appearance.
3. Differences Between Natural Flows and Designer Flows. As part of developing
strategic goals and objectives, the Flow Project should be clear about the goal state of the
river. There was some disagreement among respondents about how flows should be
prioritized. Issues like how the non-native trout population might factor into the analysis
and the balance between restoring a more natural flow regime and designing flows for a
new set of habitat priorities should be addressed outright to avoid confusion.
4. Staff Turnover and Top-Down Agency Directives. As was seen from the lack of
participation from the Interstate Stream Commission, changes in staff and top-level
management can have a significant effect on agency participation when the process is so
voluntary. The ISC is facing a difficult time as it addresses the ongoing Texas v New
Mexico legal suit and serious staffing shortages. However, this moratorium of even minor
public communication is worrisome and indicates how quickly relationships can break
down without adequate support.
Discussion
What emerges from this work is a series of contradictions, a thin needle that the Flow Project
will need to thread as it thinks about the next 10 years of work. This work reflects a desire for
more scientific structure, if that structure doesn’t infringe on any agency’s decision making. It
reflects the desire for sustained funding that doesn’t come from one of the water managers
involved, but with concern about the influence of external financing. And finally, it reflects an
understanding that the system will never return to its fully natural state, but concerns about the
role of humans in prescribing novel or designer flow regimes.

Addressing these contradictions is part of what makes an informal process so difficult. Finding
the perfect balance between structure and flexibility, formality of purpose but not of practice, is
an ongoing challenge, especially when each participant in the process could leave or change their
stance at any time.
Yet, as a respondent ended an interview by noting, despite the challenges the process seems to be
working. It is working in large part because of the trust between science and management, and
the deep-running passion that many Flow Project participants have for the Chama as a place.
This sense of place has galvanized work and cooperation in a way that can’t be overstated, and
personal passion is largely depended on to convince volunteers to put in the time and get the
work done. But passion can’t be the only sustaining force that keeps a project going. Focusing in
the short term on expanding the scientific planning, goals and objectives of the Project, that
address the desires and concerns detailed in this paper is a reasonable next step, and could help in
expanding future organizational structure and funding in the future.

Appendix I – Interview Materials
Thank you again for taking the time to meet with me and discuss your involvement in the Chama
Flow Project. Interviews such as this one will form a large part of my master’s research, and
your input on [Agency’s] past efforts and outlook on the future will be critical. I hope you have
the time to review the questions before our meeting; please let me know if you have any
questions of your own, or if anything is unclear.
Understanding the Past
1. What has been [Agency’s Name] largest success within this process?
2. Have you found new ways or been able to utilize existing authority in different ways in
recent years to address optimizing flows on the Chama? Have there been any times where
you were able to find flex when that didn’t seem to exist before? If so how?
3. How have you seen cooperation among stakeholders change over the past 10 years? How
has your involvement evolved over time?
4. What has been most helpful to you moving your [Agency] forward toward greater
cooperation?
5. What is the biggest risk or action outside of your standard comfort zone, that in the end
was a good decision or moved the process forward?
Looking at the Future
The RCFP technical team has made the following recommendation about summer flows:
Invertebrate abundance and diversity are adversely affected when base flows
during midsummer fall below 200cfs.
1. Given a scenario such as the one above, what would be required for [Agency] to be able
to meet that recommendation? This could include needs within [Agency] but also
commitments from other stakeholders.
2. Do you see any areas of flexibility within your own authority that could be capitalized
on? Is there anything getting in the way of exercising this authority, or specific
constraints that could be addressed? This can include both physical and
political/social/management constraints.
3. What does success look like to you? What kind of outcome would be required from an
experimental release to be called a success? What does [Agency/ Agency members] need
to see to support future releases?
4. What, if any, kind of documentation would be helpful in making the case for further
environmental releases to your leadership?
5. Thinking about the future, how do you see collaboration continuing to succeed
6. What do you see as the firm limits past which you cannot go?
7. How do these opportunities and constraints shift, given the water conditions in the state?
Thinking of the 2017 and 2018 water years, how will your constraints change this year as
compared to last year?

Appendix II – Summarized Interview Answers
Below are the summarized results of the interview process. Each participant was given the same
general set of questions to help guide the discussion. Not every question was equally relevant to
every participant, and some questions generated more discussion than others. There are also
some noticeable contradictions in terms of how success is defined and what future flexibilities
and constraints might be, as noted in the main paper.
1. What has been the largest success within this process?
•

•
•
•

•

The change in stakeholder sentiment overall has been dramatic. Each agency historically
only looked out for its own interest, and the project has dramatically improved
collaboration among water managers. BOR’s openness to releasing water more creatively
has been particularly helpful.
Allowing stakeholders to the table at all. Non-water managers/users were not consulted at
all prior to this project. While there is still no formal process to consult, the Project has
brought a wider group of people to the table organically.
It was a pleasant surprise that there are opportunities to release e-flows.
The true limitations of the Chama are more understood by the recreation and science
community. The Chama is “a Disneyland” in its current state. It is Scenic, but it isn’t
Wild. There is a greater understanding of the difference between current environmental
flow plans and historic flows.
The group has succeeded in getting agencies to think about the Chama itself, not just
plumbing.

2. Have you found new ways or been able to utilize existing authority in different ways in
recent years to address optimizing flows on the Chama? Have there been any times where
you were able to find flexibility when that didn’t seem to exist before? If so how?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reclamation, the Water Authority, and the District have all been able to operate more
flexibly in terms of water release and storage.
Reclamation made the decision to store water in El Vado, which added flexibility to the
system. Even after Reclamation took over the operations of the dam, it was assumed that
only the District could store water, but that didn’t turn out to be true.
The District and the Water Authority have been open and flexible about allowing for
accounting exchanges and short-term storage agreements in El Vado and Abiquiu.
In general, the informality of the Project allows managers to operate more flexibly than
other environmental flow programs, especially related to federal participation. With
greater formality, you lose the ability to act quickly.
The Rio Grande Compact Commission allowed for a very brief break in Article 7 storage
restrictions to temporarily store water for an e-flow release.
The fact that there are no federally designated endangered species on this stretch of the
Chama has added flexibility in general, in that you don’t have to manage for a single
species and can focus on the ecosystem more broadly.

3. How have you seen cooperation among stakeholders change over the past 10 years? How has
your involvement evolved over time? What has been most helpful to you moving forward
toward greater cooperation and flexibility?
•

•
•
•
•

Personal relationships and attitudes have improved over time. Some actors in the
recreation and environmental community were fairly antagonistic toward water users in
the past, which dampened any desire to cooperate. But the Project has facilitated greater
communication and understanding, and these feelings have changed.
There has been a major shift from a “me me me” mentality to a more cooperative
environment, with greater willingness to work together. Everyone knew each other,
which made it easier to build relationships
Santa Fe Forest and Taos BLM aren’t as involved as they once were but aren’t against the
Flow Project either.
Everyone is supportive of improving the plumbing to improve the environment. Multiyear drought and ongoing Article 7 restrictions really woke people up to the need to
manage more cooperatively and efficiently for multiple benefits.
The endangered silvery minnow in the Middle Rio Grande was what initially forced
agencies to talk to each other and consider alternative water management strategies. It
was the first time that agencies were required to manage water for something other than
their own individual needs.

4. What is the biggest risk or action taken outside of your standard comfort zone, that in the end
was a good decision or moved the process forward?
Note: This question was difficult to answer for all respondents. No answer really reached the
intent of the question, relating to changes in water management decisions.
•

•

The Great Mistake of 2009. Reclamation released nearly 5,600 cfs from El Vado dam,
due to unexpected snowmelt. This was seen as a big risk within the agency, and generally
considered a mistake, but turned out to be the catalyst of the whole Flow Project. It was
very well received by scientists, boaters and fishers interested in the Chama’s form and
function.
The Corps is always going to be concerned with flood risk management. Any time you
raise the stage at a dam, you increase risk to the dam and to recreation facilities. But this
hasn’t been much of a problem yet, as Abiquiu dam has always remained within
allowable levels.

5. The Rio Chama Flow Project technical team has made the following recommendation about
summer flows:
Invertebrate abundance and diversity are adversely affected when base flows
during midsummer fall below 200cfs.

Given a scenario such as the one above, what would be required to be able to meet that
recommendation?
•
•
•
•

•

There first must be enough water. There are no water rights for environmental flows in
NM, so the water has to be shifted from somewhere.
Meeting a recommendation like this could perhaps be done, but it would come at the
expense of releasing the water sometime else (for example winter trout flows).
The managers depend on the project team to provide them with a hierarchy of needs –
what types of flows are the most important, assuming that all of them can’t be done at the
same time.
Historically, the Chama often saw flows well below 200 cfs in the summer. This kind of
recommendation benefits the trout population but probably doesn’t mimic the natural
flow. Is this the best use of water? Should a non-native species be included when
considering e-flow recommendations?
It’s important to know where the water would be coming from and to spread it out among
water users as much as possible so that one agency isn’t always the one out in front being
asked to be flexible or give up water for the Flow Project.

Do you see any areas of flexibility within your own authority that could be capitalized on?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

The Water Authority is working on developing an agency-wide Environmental Plan.
Environmental flows will likely be included in the plan, and the Flow Project could
provide some input to Rick Billings.
Allowing for native storage in Abiquiu dam would greatly improve flexibility. The dam
is authorized to store native water but needs to get permitted.
The current authorization allows for Rio Grande storage at Abiquiu but only in lieu of
San Juan Chama water. Draft legislation clarifies that authorization.
As SJC contractors use more of their water, storage has gone down at Abiquiu. From a
recreation perspective, the Corps would be happy to have more native storage.
Could you coordinate needs of the minnow and the Chama? Is there any crossover of
needs?
Could you allow contractors to take San Juan Chama water deliveries at Abiquiu rather
than Heron? Would require easements in Abiquiu, but could resolve evaporative losses.
The Flow Project could have a more formal informal process by providing scenarios for
high and low flow years, and what goals might be in different water years – what is the
target hydrograph?
Fundraising requires some more formalization – someone to compile results, herd the
cats, perhaps organize a gala or other fundraising events etc. Moving away from ad hoc
and towards organization
The Flow Project might work to eventually incorporate as a non-profit with a board of
directors etc. They could be non-partisan, non-environmental even. This would be very
helpful in increasing participation and communication, as well as force more thoughtful
documentation of the process.

Is there anything getting in the way of exercising this authority, or specific constraints that could
be addressed? This can include both physical and political/social/management constraints.
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concerns about native storage in Abiquiu. Currently, the District is the only water user
that can store native water, and would not want their storage ability to be curtailed due to
other new storage rights downstream.
The years where El Vado could totally fill, to meet the Districts full storage needs, and
still have water to store downstream might only happen 1 in 50 years.
Increasing native storage increases flexibility but also increases the risk of conflict. Could
MRGCD store at Abiquiu? Could the state of NM store? There are questions of which
storage right would trump the other. What is the hierarchy? How would Rio Chama
acequias plug in?
Any increase in native storage upstream would also be a big problem for Elephant Butte
recreation needs.
Flood control operations constrain what the Corps can do in terms of releases. There is a
strict limit to the flux of water they can release from Abiquiu, which therefore dictates
how long they can store any water as well.
The Rio Chama Acequia are not terribly supportive of the project as more water in
Abiquiu often requires the highest allowable release rate, putting more risk on their
infrastructure.
The Water Authority’s overall goal is to have 3-years combined storage at any given
time. Any decision that decreases that storage will need to be justified.
Heron boaters vs lower Chama recreation – Heron boaters want as much storage as
possible upstream.
In the end, Reclamation doesn’t control much water, so is dependent on the cooperation
of others.
Challenges and inflexibilities still exist – compact delivery dates, Article 7 storage,
minnow requirements downstream (though opened up somewhat with new BO).
The original Fish and Wildlife Service in-stream flow assessment was unrealistic and not
related to historic hydrographs.
The Corps can’t expend actual funds to the project and would like to participate more
than they do but are constrained. Would happily support the science if they had a funding
mechanism.
Because there is no legal requirement, any attempt to lock participants into specific
actions into the future is going to make everyone retreat into corners.

What does success look like to you? What kind of outcome would be required from an
experimental release to be called a success?
•

Success would include agencies opening their views to allow for opinions outside of their
mandates. To achieve a well-maintained stretch of the river that meets the most needs
while minimizing harm.

•
•
•

•

•
•

More sustainable funding, and a more structured policy framework for releases out of
Heron/El Vado
Success would also be better communication among a broader group of stakeholders, and
better understanding from the community about what/how management takes place in the
basin. Provide more community outreach.
Success would be a Flow Project that doesn’t single out one group to always be out front
giving up water. A more defined set of program goals that other partners could get
involved in that aren’t only about flow targets so that non-water rights holders can also be
publicly working toward.
It would be helpful to address evaporative losses and to provide compensation for the
modest water losses – could those who benefit from recreation releases raise money to do
that?
The current flow targets are still general hypotheses – they need to be tested. Success
would be officially testing all of them.
Recreation needs to be seen as a valid use of water. Recreation and its stakeholders will
fuel success in the future

What, if any, kind of documentation would be helpful in making the case for further
environmental releases to your leadership?
•
•
•

Would like to see a Rose diagram by month showing who would have to release what to
meet potential flow targets.
Would like to see documented ratepayer support for environmental flows. Non-local, and
even state-wide constituents aren’t paying the bills
Ongoing question on how much space lays between what is ideal and what is catastrophic
– can the project team help with that kind of differentiation? Ex – fish need xx cfs for
90% to survive. What cfs do they need for 80% or 75% to survive? Are those mortality
numbers acceptable? What is the threshold?

Thinking about the future, how do you see collaboration continuing to succeed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using more surface water reduces the ability to use the water/lease it for other things –
things have changed pretty dramatically since the SJC project began
RC acequias need to be more involved – distrust about releases out of Abiquiu and
haven’t felt consulted. But working more closely with them could help with irrigation
inefficiencies etc downstream.
State Game and Fish could be more involved. Have not participated in the past
ISC is facing a staffing crisis – can’t budget staff for it
Relationships with the Water Authority need to be rebuilt
Has some reservations about doing anything related to brown trout Not native; wouldn’t
it be better to support native trout? Clearly, RGSM has precedence.
Opportunity for acequias to get more involved, and build knowledge and relationships.
It is much easier to agree on water operations on how to achieve already defined goals.

•

Manage for everyone’s risk – find a solution that doesn’t harm anyone, or manage for the
harms that may exist. Only way to get people to “do the right thing”

How do these opportunities and constraints shift, given the water conditions in the state?
Thinking of the 2017 and 2018 water years, how will your constraints change this year as
compared to last year?
•
•

•
•

In dry years you need to release more water to ensure that enough wet water gets downstream so dry years are in some ways safer for the reach than wet years
There is a need for recommendations on what is most important for both types of years.
Given available water in any year, we can follow the expert advice, understanding that
doing one thing (for example summer base flows) might detract from another (winter fish
releases).
Any flow target should reflect reality – summer flows regularly went below 200cfs
historically. Should we prioritize flows that aren’t natural?
Should there be another year like this, the Chama could easily get very very low.
Reclamation likely wouldn’t let it dry but it could get close.

Other Comments
•

•
•
•
•

Silvery minnow efforts have impacted flexibility on the Chama. Even though ESA
doesn’t apply, it has substantially changed how people store and release water upstream.
The District stores heavily in the winter now; used to only store at peak of the hydrograph
and allowed winter flows through. This changed in the early 2000s. Improved efficiency
means less water being moved overall.
Concerns about outside funding having an agenda that would put pressure on water users
to commit to formal water flows, that goes against the agency’s primary purpose
The project still depends on personalities – has broad flexibility to make decisions
without having to consult with higher up. No guarantee that it will always be so.
Texas v NM has really limited people’s willingness to cooperate until it has been
resolved
The project is working now, it isn’t broken. Flows for the Chama are occurring.

Finding Success on the Rio Chama
•
•
•
•
•

Since 2010, The Rio Chama Flow Project has been building support for environmental flows on the Rio
Chama in Northern New Mexico.
The Project has seen cooperation at a local, state and federal level, with the shared goal of releasing water
from reservoirs to meet human and environmental needs concurrently.
The Project has been able to adapt to changing river conditions by remaining largely informal, depending
on the positive personal relationships that have built up over time.
The project presents a unique story of cooperation in a basin known more for dysfunction and litigation,
serving as an example for other collaborative projects and future work in the region.
New partnerships would greatly improve the scientific standing and sustainability of the Project

The state of New Mexico faces very real water
resource constraints, with environmental
concerns often viewed in conflict with
agricultural and municipal water needs. While
particularly acute in the Middle Rio Grande
valley, this is also the case on the Rio Chama,
the Rio Grande’s largest tributary in New
Mexico. Major infrastructure, including two
main channel dams and a trans-basin diversion
from the San Juan River in Colorado, has
significantly changed natural river patterns,
including storing spring floodwaters to provide
stable releases in the dry season. New Mexico
is dependent on the flexibility provided by reservoirs
on the Rio Chama, but this comes with a price. Like
many other rivers in the Southwest, this overall
homogenization of flow has removed high flow events
and largely disconnected the river from the floodplain,
changing the dynamics of the river.
In the spring of 2009, an early heatwave caused
snowpack in the upper watershed to melt rapidly and
drove an unexpected amount of water into the Chama.
To prevent El Vado dam from overfilling, the Bureau of
Reclamation released as much water as was safely
possible from the dam. In this emergency, more water

flowed downstream of the dam than had in more than
30 years. While it was initially viewed as a mistake by
Reclamation, many stakeholders in the recreation and
environmental communities were delighted and
surprised by the power this pulse, modest as it was by
historical standards, to mobilize small and mediumsized sediment, promote riparian recruitment and alter
the morphology of the channel. These effects begged
the questions: if this happened once, could it happen
again in a more organized fashion? What kind of
ecological benefits might be gained if more variability
in water flows could be achieved?
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From those questions, the Rio Chama Flow Project was born, with the
goal of managing river flows to reinvigorate natural functions of the river
while satisfying water management objectives and improving fishing and
whitewater recreation. Excepting a modest grant to organize and
perform some baseline data collection, the project is largely a pro bono
effort, depending on a dedicated volunteer science advisory team, some
donated agency staff time, and a steady stream of graduate student
support from the University of New Mexico. Despite the skeleton crew,
the Project has been remarkably successful in organizing the science
needed to understand the requirements of a healthy Rio Chama, and
negotiating planned water releases to maximize river and riparian
habitat.
Success to date includes:
❖
Annual winter releases in support of brown trout spawning
❖
modeling and assessment of river and floodplain water flow needs
❖
Four significant experimental water pulses between El Vado and
Abiquiu Dams
❖
Initial monitoring of the short and long-term effects of the pulse
The Program has been successful in large part because of its core
flexibility. Regular communication paths have been built between not
only water managers and the major users, but also fisherman,
whitewater rafting outfitters, acequia members and local landowners.
Because participation is voluntary, stakeholders are empowered to take
more risks and be more creative about water management decisions.

The relationships and trust that has been built through the Chama Flow Project has the potential
to benefit the entire basin. The Project has been successful in identifying flexibilities and
encouraging innovation in agencies where this is often discouraged, and has been a conduit
between federal agencies and local stakeholders, reducing conflict and fostering partnerships.
For the Chama Flow Project to continue to test flow hypotheses and refine recommendations of what the river needs
to prosper, new partnerships are necessary to ensure that managers can make decisions using the best available
knowledge. As New Mexico begins to feel the effects of climate change more acutely, it is all the more important to
test innovative solutions that maintain waterways while still meeting current user needs. Dedicated support at the
state and federal level would dramatically improve the long-term stability of the Project and allow it grow beyond the
successful demonstration it is today.

